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Commissioners Hovland, Palmer, McCormick, and Hicks, thank you for the opportunity to
testify today in support of the proposed Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) 2.0
Requirements as submitted by the Technical Guidelines Development Committee.1
EPIC is a public interest research center in Washington, D.C. EPIC was established in 1994
to focus public attention on emerging privacy issues.2 EPIC has long been interested in the technical
standards for voting systems. EPIC previously commented on the Voluntary Voting System
Guidelines in 2009 and followed closely developments ever since.3
Last May, EPIC and the U.S. Technology Policy Committee of the Association for Computing
Machinery supported the proposed VVSG 2.0.4 EPIC commended the inclusion of strong principles
protecting voter privacy, ballot secrecy, and data protection; and urged the Commission to include a
ban on internet-connected voting machinery. As we said at the time, “[t]he VVSG 2.0 are vital to
protecting our democratic institutions. The guidelines must ban the use of internet-connected voting
machines and protect ballot secrecy.” We also highlighted the report of the National Academies of
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Sciences, which stated “If anonymity is compromised, voters may not express their true
preferences.”5
I.

The Secret Ballot is Vital for Democracy

EPIC applauds the VVSG’s robust principles on voter privacy and ballot secrecy. The
secrecy of the ballot is a foundation of our democracy. In 2016, EPIC, Verified Voting, and
Common Cause released a report and fifty state survey on the issue of ballot secrecy. We found that
a vast majority of states (44) have a constitutional provision guaranteeing secrecy in voting, while
the six remaining states have statutory provisions referencing secrecy in voting.6 The secret ballot is
the kernel of democracy.
EPIC strongly supports Principle 10: BALLOT SECRECY, ensuring that no direct or
indirect identifiers can link the voter’s identity with the “voter’s intent, choices, or selections.”7
II.

Algorithmic Transparency is Key to Ensuring Accountability

Accountability is key to ensuring faith in our electoral process. As decisions are automated,
and organizations increasingly delegate decision-making to techniques they do not fully understand,
processes become more opaque and less accountable. It is therefore imperative that the algorithmic
process be open, provable, and accountable.
EPIC commends the inclusion of guideline 13.3 – “All cryptographic algorithms are public,
well-vetted, and standardized” and urges the Commission to leave the guideline unchanged.8
III.

Banning internet connectivity or the use of wireless modems in voting systems

EPIC supports the decision of the TGDC to make clear that voting systems must not be
capable of establishing wireless connections or any connection to an external network.9 Computer
scientists have long cautioned that Internet voting “not only entails serious security risks, but also
requires voters to relinquish their right to a secret ballot.”10
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Cyber security experts at the Department of Homeland Security and the National Institutes
for Standards and Technology have warned against implementation of Internet voting in U.S. public
elections because of privacy and security risks.11 In July 2015, the U.S. Vote Foundation released a
study establishing a new reference for security, usability and transparency standards necessary to
implement Internet voting in public elections. Developed by the nation’s leading experts in election
integrity, election administration, high-assurance systems engineering, and cryptography, the study
concluded that not one of the existing Internet voting systems provides adequate security for public
elections or guarantees voter privacy.12
Cybersecurity should be a top priority for the United States. We should protect democratic
institutions against cyber attack by foreign adversaries. Recent reports from the Intelligence
Community make clear that Russian attacks on democratic institutions are expected to continue.13
The VVSG help shape the election security market. The Election Assistance Commission
should not miss this critical opportunity to make a strong statement that elections and the Internet
don’t mix. The restrictions on internet connectivity and wireless connections in voting recording or
vote tabulating systems in Principle 14 must be maintained.
IV.

Conclusion

The VVSG 2.0 are vital to protecting our democratic institutions. The guidelines should
prohibit the use of internet-connected voting machines and safeguard ballot secrecy. These standards
are particularly important as the Commission and state election officials face the implementation of
the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election amid the COVID-19 outbreak. It is crucial that Presidential
election be held on schedule – our democracy depends on it – but we must do so while ensuring
voter privacy, ballot secrecy, and election integrity.
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